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ii!. SNP Consortium Ltd. 

Wellcome Trust, that are partnering with five major academid institutions in a 
_ ._ unique two-year collaboration, to complete a high-density, genomewide map 

of SNPs. Our mission is to advance the field of human medicine and the. - 
development of genetic based diagnostics and therapeutics through the creation 
of a high-density SNP map of the human genome. Our goal is simple: By - ~ - 

-~. .- ‘. early 2001 we will develop a standardized SNP map, of between with - .-----z---z=: ---.-- ‘: 
200,000-300,000 SNPs, that will be placed in the public domain. AU parties 

,~ ~. -. will be able to access these data Eree of charge. ._. 
l The consortium believes this map will play a major role in supporting the 

development of phannacogenomics and pharmacogenetics. In short, --.-~----- -- -- ----- -- 
pharmacogenomics focuses on defining the relationship between genes/genetic 
markers and diseases/clinical conditions. Pharmaogenetics focuses on 
understanding an individual’s genetics and their specific response to a specific 
drm. 

~--;i;-?h& TSC is a working model of the type of COllaboration ybti tish t~-d~~~~---------~.-- 
this forum. We blend a diverse mixture of complementary parties, focused on 
3 clear ,and. elevating objective. ^. (_ ,., Our funding comes solely fi%m our 
membership. This support is an expression of @e desire of &uYtie&b&~ to see 
this base genetic information in the public domain, tie&y available to & ‘__ _. 
researchers, and unenctiberkd by patents. 

,. 
: wore information is available on the TSC on the attachment.] 
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genomics and genetics fields are progressing very rapidly.. It is clear 
.fW 0~ members’ bgxgips tp d&i wJtb..the ,~rl’th+$$i~ .I ,” 1 1 

‘. %ignificant opportunities for key staken~~ders to “be educated on the 
; 

_ 
current state of the genomics/genetics and together to understand the 
prospects and promise of applying genetics to the development and 
prescription of drugs. Common definitions and a mutual 
understanding of the science is required if government and the private 
sectorsare& effectively collaborate. A regular series of jointly 
orgamzed and sponsored educational forums could be developed. 

Using Pharmacogenetics to improve Safety Assurance in Clinical 
Trials A._. -.~ ..” 

Pharmacogenetics shouldenable the doctor to use an individual’s 
patient’s medical response profile to predict a patient’s likely response 
to a parti&lar drug prior to prescription. Pharmacogenetics also holds .---_.- -.-_ .-.. --.~. 
si~g5ifieant prormse to stream line the drug development process, 
facilitate the development and targeting of medicines to those patients 
most likely to benefit and unlikely to experience adverse events, and 
enabling more effective post approval surveillance. The FDA could 
cohaborate with the life s~ience/pharmaceutical industry in two areas 
of nhatmacorrenetics:*4W- 

, I.__. 

a. 

b. 

” The ditition anddi$elopmiit of effective.ir;iii;ls ,$,$ ci&cal’ 

studies utilizing genetic markers / alleles for the development of 
new effective, safer’ medicines. 
The definition and development of effective protocols for 
‘extensive regulated post approval surveillance systems’ using 
genetic markers to better profile patient response and adverse 
events tier a drug is launched. 

Collaboration would focus on jointly and proactively def?ning with the FDA, 
protocols that will best serve both of these important activities. 



nhann&og&mmics and pharmacogenetics. Over the next six ~oI$@s, the l-----’ 

All he working collaboratively to define the ‘user requirements’ [both ,,~~~,~rRP-F~iP.;;;i;vc?rsi~iesearcherS, for *ise sq5fetis. ,ni ,_,_( 


